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Avoiding Stress (and possible criminal charges)  
this Holiday Season 

 
The holiday season is upon us.  It is time for families and friends to  come together 
from far and wide and celebrate with food, spirits, laughter, and fun.  But the holiday 
season can also be a significantly 
stressful time of year for some of us.   
The extensive planning and significant 
expense associated with these         
celebrations, along with the added 
pressure of dealing with difficult    
family members and other relatives 
here for the holidays, can take a toll.  
Make time to give yourself the gift of 
an hour or two of peace and quiet,    
exercise, or whatever else helps you 
relax and unwind.     
 
The holiday season can be a time of the year in which people fail to reduce such 
stress appropriately and may find themselves in extremely difficult and embarrassing 
situations as a result.  Sometimes, this may manifest itself in the nature of a person 
overindulging in alcohol, getting behind the wheel, and being arrested for DUI.  
Other times, a family squabble may become heated and out of hand resulting in the 
police being called out, and now someone is facing criminal Domestic Violence 
charges.  In both situations, the persons involved could be facing jail time,            
significant fines, and unintended consequences to their license to drive, secure future 
employment, or even remain in the country instead of celebrating the holidays.  In 
situations such as these, it is possible to resolve the case and bring common sense to 
bear, but you will need a strong attorney to advocate on your behalf.   

 
All of us at Owens & Perkins        
encourage you to act responsibly this 
holiday season.  However, in the 
event you or a loved one end up  
overwhelmed, stressed out, and are 
now facing criminal charges as a   
result, please call 480.994.8824 to 
schedule a free consultation with one 
of our criminal attorneys.  
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